Grants Management
Intelligence:

Grants Assessment Panels

An enterprise of:

Grants Assessment Panels
Options, benchmarks and best practice
Assessment panels are a key part of many grantmaking processes, yet when it comes to the advantages and
drawbacks of various panel models, available information is a little light on.
This edition of Grants Management Intelligence looks at assessment panels from a number of angles.
We gather together expert opinions from grants practitioners and assessment panel members on the pros and cons
of various panel options.
We also draw on years of data from SmartyGrants – our leading online grants management solution – to find
groundbreaking benchmarks and key statistics for assessment panels and assessments – their size, composition
and work.
And we offer our own advice on best practices when it comes to assessment panels and their work.

Starting Point
Five best practice tips for great grants assessment panels
Take a collective approach: Goodwill, willingness to give and take, and willingness to
listen as well as speak are vital in fostering a great collective approach to making quality decisions.

Choose the right panel: Choosing the most appropriate panel composition is an
important step towards solid decision making. See page 3 for more.

Declare your interests: Unbiased decision making can be derailed by conflicts of

interest. Ensure such conflicts are declared early and openly, and that you have a policy that clearly
states what is to be done if one arises.

Embrace diversity: Your panel should have a diversity of opinions, viewpoints and
worldviews, as well as the relevant expertise needed to make good decisions.
Do a reality check: Check your proposed processes with the assessors before they
start, and make sure they’re on board. It is no use starting down the road only to find out that your
assessment is compromised.
And one more thing …
Technology: If you are using technology during the assessment process, ensure everything works, is easy to use
and is up to the job.
Check internet access, computer compatibility and suitability. And ensure assessors have the skills and confidence
to use the technology.
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Assessment panel
processes and options
What does a model assessment process look like?
A basic, best practice assessment process, step by step, should look something like this:

STEPS

ACTIONS

1. Culling

Grants administration officer checks applications against program criteria
and culls ineligible ones. Letters of explanation are sent to ineligible
applicants, signed by the CEO or delegate.

2. Summary

Grants administration officer develops summary of all eligible applications.

3. Committee

Grants advisory committee is established, with representative(s) from
other agencies, stakeholder groups, and an independent person.
Agencies with a regional presence include regional staff. Larger agencies
include program staff.

4. Assessment

Grants assessment panel assesses applications against criteria, using a
standard template. Reasons for decisions are documented.

5. Recommendation

Grants advisory committee makes recommendation to CEO or delegated
officer, including details of procedures followed and selection criteria
used.

6. Decision making

Minister, councillor or delegated officer approves decisions based on
whether financial assistance is in line with program goals; costs and
other aspects appear reasonable; sufficient funds are available; and the
assessment is fully justified and documented.
Decisions and any variances on recommendations are recorded, with
explanations provided for variances.

7. Announcement

Decisions are announced (publicly if required). Unsuccessful applicants
are advised in writing, including reasons for lack of success.

(Taken from: AIGM Help Sheet - Assessment Panels (www.ourcommunity.com.au/assessmentpanels)

Of course a key component of this process is how you assess applications.
More on that can be found in the AIGM’s Overview of Assessing Applications and Making Recommendations here:
www.ourcommunity.com.au/assessingapplications (AIGM membership required)

HOT TIP:
Ensure your panel has an excellent understanding of the assessment criteria – of what
they are actually supposed to be judging against.
Often, the criteria are used to create the shortlist, but then they’re ignored or seem to go
missing, and the assessment panel works by “feel”. Don’t allow this to happen – give the
panel a copy of the criteria.
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Assessment panel models and representatives – pros and cons
Typically, assessment panels comprise:
• Elected representatives (ministers or councillors, in a government context);
• The grantmaker’s staff;
• Subject experts or practitioners (often via external assessment processes);
• Community representatives, or;
• Some combination of these.
Drawing on interviews with grantmakers, as well as the AIGM’s own expertise, we list some of the pros and cons
associated with various panel models.

Elected representatives
What grantmakers said:
“Where elected representatives are involved, panel decisions can be guaranteed to pass final approval processes,
but there is great scope for conflict of interest.”

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Creates buy-in.
• Reduces administrative overhead (if panel
is made up exclusively of elected
representatives).

• Potential for politicisation of decisions.
• Can create a high-pressure event, tension
between staff and elected representatives.
• No objective third parties involved.

Staff
What grantmakers said:
“Staff have significant expertise to contribute, but they are more likely to be overridden before final approval.”

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Informed decision-making by those with
a knowledge of the sector.
• Allows for development of partnerships
between staff and applicants.
• Facilitates speedy response to applicants.
• Reduces duplication of funding across the
organisation.
• Can be less expensive to administer than other
models.
• Enables more careful targeting of organisational
priorities.
• More flexibility in assessing applications.

• Time-consuming.
• More bureaucratic.



ASSESSMENT PANEL TIP:
Think critically about the composition or model of your assessment panel and always
ask: “Why are we choosing this model?” The answer might be obvious and your choice
clear, but asking the question will encourage critical thought and might lead to the
adoption of a better model or the adaptation of the one you have in a bid to improve it.
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Community representatives
What grantmakers said:
“Community representatives bring independence and grassroots expertise, but the administration of panels involving
them is more complicated.”

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Creates a division between staff (who
take inquiries and administer the
program)and those who decide the
outcomes. This allows staff to play an
education/mentor role and avoid
applicant lobbying.
• Opinions/recommendations are more balanced.
• Where there is a good mix, members cancel out
each other’s biases.
• Gives the community a greater understanding of the
funding process.
• Reduces the potential for politicisation of decisions.
Creates more transparency.

• Time-consuming; highly administrative.
• Potential conflicts of interest.
• Can create tension between panel
members.
• Panel members may lack expertise about the
process or the underlying issues, or both.
• Members can be led/lobbied by elected
representatives.
• Can be difficult to find people with the necessary
skill/knowledge who will volunteer.
• More time-consuming to administer – creates a
two-step process if panel decisions must then be
fed to the elected body for approval.

Experts or practitioners
What we said:
“Having knowledgeable experts involved in assessment panels in areas such as the arts or medical research can be
beneficial, but there are always challenges posed by potential conflicts of interest and in finding the right talent.”

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Expert panels encourage expert/informed
grantmaking decisions, especially in
specialist areas.
• Can help command authority or respect
among applicants for your decision making.
• Decisions are most often made at arms’ length from
the funding body, which can mean independent
decision making uninhibited by funding body
concerns or biases.

• Potential for conflicts of interest,
especially in areas where there is a
small or specialised pool of potential
applicants.
• If there is only a small pool of experts from
which to choose, ingrained biases may also emerge.
• Specialised fields might find it difficult to source
potential panel members, and might see a lack of
diversity on the panel.

“Mixed” panels
Many grantmakers use a “mix” of these options – for example, a split between grants staff, experts in particular
areas or topics (for example, arts grant programs), community representatives and elected members.
This type of mix can reduce many of disadvantages that are put forward above, and it provides a greater variety of
viewpoints and perspectives.
On the down side, divisions can develop between the different “camps”, and sometimes these divisions end up
intractable. Therefore it’s important to consider the mix and weighting of members carefully. 
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Lily’s Five Thoughts
Lily shares her thoughts on assessment panels, with a
particular eye on panels’ use of technology…
1. Does your organisation have a policy on providing feedback to
applicants? How much information can be released, and how
will it be provided?
2. Does your organisation have a policy or manifesto on the
make-up of assessment panels? Is it transparent and available
internally? Externally? Both? Do all your programs have such
a policy? Is this consistent and in line with your organisation’s
mission statement?
3. Check the technological aspects of your process with your
assessors ahead of time. Check their internet access and
computer specs – for example, iPads can’t upload documents
and they make viewing multiple files difficult.
What file format do your assessors prefer? PDFs? Web pages?
Will they be able to score applications online?
4. Trial the process yourself. Set yourself up as an assessor and
go through the process before setting up your other users.

Lily Fraser
Service & Administration
Coordinator, Australian
Institute of Grants
Management

5. Ask your assessors for feedback on the process afterwards.
What worked? What didn’t work? How can the process be
strengthened for next time. Pay attention to:
a. Tech issues.
b. Time frames.
c. Conflicts of interest.
d. Relevance of assessment questions.

HOT TIP:
How does your assessment panel keep track of the proportion of budget allocated at
any given moment?
Ensure you have a constant handle on the figures so you don’t need to review your
allocations later on – with all the extra debate that involves
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Benchmarking Assessments
and Assessment Panels
In this section of Grants Management Intelligence we reveal some groundbreaking data on grants assessors and
assessment panels against which your organisation can benchmark its performance.
How does your organisation stack up on
•

Assessment panel size, gender mix and diversity?

•

Time taken on assessments?

Read on to find out!

Key Results:

In Australia,
there are
roughly three
times as many
female grants
assessors as
male.

The size of
the average
assessment
panel is 3.55
people.

The average
assessment
panel
comprises 2.7
women and
0.85 men.

The average
elapsed time
taken to assess
an application is
five hours and
50 minutes.

Almost 60%
of grants
assessments
go through
a panel
process, while
just over 40%
go through a
single assessor.

Findings:
Assessor gender
Analysis of the names of 2900 SmartyGrants assessors
who submitted assessments between 2009 and August
2015 found vastly more female grants assessors than
male:
44.5% of assessors who use SmartyGrants
are female.
Just over 13.5% are male.
Just over 17% are of unknown gender or
have missing names.
Just over 24.5% have unisex names.

Even accounting for the percentage of unisex names, it is clear the majority of assessors who use
SmartyGrants are women. In fact, the ratio of female to male assessors is almost 3.3 to one. 
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Assessment panel size
An analysis of nearly 110,000 panel-assessed grant applications
submitted through SmartyGrants found that the average size of an
assessment panel was 3.55 people.
A “panel” is defined as a group of two or more assessors. Applications
assessed by a single assessor were not included in this analysis.

Assessment panel composition
Based on:
• the ratio of 3.3 female assessors for every male assessor, and;
• the average assessment panel size of 3.55 people;
We found that the average assessment panel features 2.72 women
and 0.83 men.
Of course, while real-life assessment panels don’t feature 0.83 of a person,
this statistic provides a useful illustration of an assessment panel’s composition.

2.72

0.83

Time taken on assessments
When looking at the time taken on assessments, we examined a representative
sample of more than 71,000 assessments submitted through SmartyGrants
since 2009.
From this we found that the average elapsed time taken to assess an application
was five hours and 50 minutes.

5h 50m

It is important to note that this figure is not an indication of how long each assessment took.
What it does indicate is the average period of time over which each assessment process was completed.
For example, an assessor may have spent two hours over the five hours and 50 minutes actually assessing the
application in front of them.
But what this benchmarking figure tells us is, on average, it is reasonable to allow a grants assessor
almost six hours to complete an assessment.

Panel assessment vs single person assessment
Across the 171,000+ assessed grant applications on the SmartyGrants system,
59.6% were assessed by a panel of two or more people. 40.4% were
completed by a single assessor.

Our Data:
The data upon which our findings are based is drawn from SmartyGrants, the best practice online grants management system developed by the
Australian Institute of Grants Management.
SmartyGrants is Australia and New Zealand’s most widely used online grants management system, with 336 grantmaking organisations using it
to administer 2800 grants programs featuring more than 325,500 grants applications.
Our analysis looked at data from 2009 right through to August 2015 – in all, several hundred thousand records of grants assessors, assessment
panel members, assessment records, panel sizes and other information.
Information was de-identified and randomised to ensure system user anonymity and privacy was maintained.
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Top Ten
University of Melbourne Professor Roberto Cappai – an experienced National
Health and Medical Research Council grant review panel member – recently
outlined 10 characteristics of a good grant assessment panel system:

1
2

Clear guidelines explaining the review process and the scoring system.

3

Adherence to the guidelines and scoring system by the funding organisation and grant
review committee.

4

Declaration of significant conflicts of interest.

5

The grant review panel is composed of members with diverse skills, with expertise for
the grants under review, from different institutions. The members are both senior as
well as junior–mid-career.

6

Regular turnover of the committee membership to open the process to more people
and avoid cliques forming.

7

Face to face meeting of the grant review committee for the final assessment of the
grants.

8

Independent and trustworthy chairperson to manage the grant review committee
meeting. Preferably with no significant allegiances/associations to the field of research
and institutions seeking funding.

9

Opportunity for the applicant to submit a rebuttal.

10

All guidelines and information documents to be made available.

All aspects of the process are audited by independent personnel and declared publicly.
Source: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4480255

Grants Management Intelligence is the membership publication of the Australian Institute of Grants Management. An Our
Community enterprise, the Institute is the best practice education, support, training, and service for government, philanthropic
and corporate grantmakers, including Australia’s most-used online grants management solution, SmartyGrants. Membership
starts at $280 per year. Become a member at http://www.ourcommunity.com.au/aigm/join/.
© Our Community Pty Ltd. Help us to help you! We aim to make our tools as affordable as possible. To do this, we need to
maximise our membership. Therefore we ask that you please don’t re-distribute this newsletter. It’s designed for Institute of
Community Directors Australia members only. You can read more about our copyright and distribution guidelines here.
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